Congratulations, Nathan Yungerberg on your outstanding new play, THEA, that takes you on a fantastic surreal journey on the day Sr. Thea Bowman died, March 30, 1990, as the ancestors prepare her for her journey HOME.

The depth of spirituality and imagination is phenomenal!

The reading of the play was truly a "Thea encounter!" The actors were superb and the singing was soul-stirring! Intertwined in the play are the spirituals, "I'll Fly Away," "Dem Bones Are Gonna Rise Again," "Deep River," "Steal Away," "This Little Light of Mine," and "Children Go Where I Send Thee."

The play takes you on a roller-coaster ride of emotions, you'll laugh, cry, empathize, all the while being drawn in and taking the journey with Thea, the ancestors, and a 15-year old girl named, Josephine. I must give a special shout out to the awesome director, Zhailon Levingston!

THEA being a new play MUST be seen across the country. Please pray that somehow this will occur!
Deanna Mac Dougall Please bring to Canada especially Nova Scotia! I heard Sister Thea many years ago and was totally taken with her dynamic manner and her love of God and people. She was amazing and she spoke at a time when she was undergoing treatment for her cancer. I was so happy to have experienced being in her presence she was fantastic!
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Kym Johnson Miele Sr, Thea spoke at my college commencement, Regis College in MA, in 1988. She had us up and out of our seats!! Phenomenal ceremony to remember.
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Pamla Wertz I hope y’all can/will bring this play to San Antonio, Texas. There are more than a few folks who would pay “good money” to see it!
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Helen Kreitzer Pls bring to Cleveland